NOMINATING FORM:
2020 T-Town Track Cycling Hall of Fame
Who are you nominating? (One person per form.)
Name: __________________________
Is this person nominated as: Competitor; Coach: or Official (You can nominate
individual across multiple categories):
__________________________________________________________________
Contact information (Phone and/or email address): _________________________
Who are you?
Name: __________________________
Contact information (Phone number and/or email address): ___________________
Please complete the following questionnaire in support of your candidate. This
information is required in order for a nominee to be considered but if you don't
have answers for every question please leave the field blank. Responses
should be brief, simple and clear.
Nomination Process:
Nominations to the T-Town Track Cycling Hall of Fame will be accepted until
MAY 29, 2020.
Send your completed nomination form to jhanscom@thevelodrome.com
You can nominate as many people as you like. Use a SEPARATE FORM FOR
EACH PERSON you are nominating.
Nominations will be forwarded to the Nominations Screening Committee
(NSC), which will evaluate each nomination according to the qualifications and
information you provide below. Nominations receiving unanimous approval
from the NSC will be placed on the ballot for induction into the T-Town Track
Cycling Hall of Fame.

Competitors:
1.

Has this person been retired from competition in track cycling for at least
three years?
YES: (Last year of competition: _______)
NO: (If “NO,” please continue. This requirement can be waived by
Nomination Selection Committee (NSC).)

2.

Has this person raced in events at VPCC in a minimum of five separate
seasons? The seasons need not have been consecutive. (If “NO,” please
continue. Special circumstances that prevented the completion of this
requirement will be considered by the NSC.)
YES: (Years competed (Best recollection): ______ )
NO (Please note any special circumstance)
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

2. Has this person demonstrated a commitment to furthering the goals and
vision of the Valley Preferred Cycling Center - including but not limited to
any of the following:
a. Coaching in the VPCC's developmental programs?
Example(s): ___________________________________
b. Encouraging participation at the VPCC by other elite-level riders?
Example(s): _____________________________________
c. Promoting the programs and operations of the VPCC in other venues
as appropriate?
Example(s): _____________________________________

3. Has this person demonstrated a commitment to the positive ideals of the
sport of track cycling in both on and off-the-track activities and attitude?
a. YES: (Example): ________________________________
_____________________________________________
4. Individuals meeting the above criteria will have their nominations
forwarded to the Honors Committee automatically if they have achieved
any of the following:
a.

Represented their home country in a track cycling event in an
Olympic Games. (Competitors who were named to an Olympic team
for a country that subsequently decided not to participate in the
Olympics will be viewed as meeting this qualification.)
If “YES,” list country and years:
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

b.

Posted a top-five finish in a track cycling event at an UCI-sanctioned
Elite-level World Championship.
If “YES,” list event(s) and Year(s):
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

c.

Medaled (finished in top three) in a track cycling event at any of the
following:
•

UCI Elite-level World Cup
If “YES,” List years, events and placings:
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

•

UCI Junior World Championship
If “YES,” List years, events, and placings:
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

•

UCI Masters World Championship
If “YES,” List years, events, and placings:
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

d.

Won a track cycling event at a USA Cycling Elite-level National
Championship. Won two or more track cycling events at any of the
following:
•

USA Cycling Junior Track National Championships
If “YES,” list years, and events:
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

•

USA Cycling Masters Track National Championships
If “YES,” list years, and events:
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

e.

Won the Rider of the Year Competition at the VPCC
If “YES,” list year(s): _______________________

f.

Held a recognized VPCC track record at some point during their
career
If “YES,” list event and year record was set:
________________________________________

NOTE: Individuals whose career did not include any of the achievements
listed in above may still have their nomination forwarded for consideration, if
their contributions to the sport and the Velodrome Fund organization as a
competitor merit such consideration.
Please provide information for this individual that warrants considering
them for nomination to the TTCHoF:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Coaches:
1. Has the nominated individual been active as a licensed coach in track
cycling for at least 5 years prior to nomination (Since 2014 or before)?
If YES, list year started: ______________
2. Has the nominated individual coached competitors in events at the
VPCC in a five separate seasons? The seasons need be consecutive,
and special circumstances that prevented the completion of this
requirement by the nominee will be considered.
If YES, list years: _____________________________________
If NO, please provide any special circumstances:
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

3. Has the nominated individual demonstrated a commitment to furthering
the goals and vision of the Valley Preferred Cycling Center? Including but
not limited to:
Coaching in the VPCC's developmental programs
Provide example programs:
_________________________________________________________
Encouraging participation at the VPCC by elite-level riders
Provide example(s):
_________________________________________________________
Promoting the programs and operations of the VPCC in other
venues as appropriate.
Provide example(s):
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
Other considerations:
Provide example(s):
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

4. Has the nominated individual demonstrated a devotion to the positive
ideals of the sport of cycling in both their on- and off-the-track activities
and attitude.
Provide example(s):
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Officials/Support:
Nominations of individuals in this category will be considered on a case-bycase basis and will take into consideration the nature of their contribution to
the strength of the track and cycling communities, embodiment of fair play
and sportsmanship, and ethical behaviors that govern the body of sport.
Please provide examples in each of the following areas:
Contribution to the strength of track and cycling communities:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Embodiment of fair play and sportsmanship:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Ethical behaviors that govern the body of sport:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

PLEASE SEND YOUR COMPLETED NOMINATION FORM(S)
TO: jhanscom@thevelodrome.com
If you have questions or need help with this form, please call the office
at 610.395.7000.

